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Guy DeLeonardo of General Electric (GE) highlights the market, business, and technology in energy generation
in this opening talk for the Global Power and Propulsion Society (GPPS) Forum 2017. Motivated by the 1.2
billion people who lack access to reliable electricity, DeLeonardo talks about how renewable resources enter the
energy production market through technology, and what alternatives to our present modes of productions can
achieve better energy use. He claims technology will play a crucial role in future energy management and is
changing the industry and redefining the boundaries of what is now possible.

Courtesy of the former Göttingen-based Institut für den Wissenschaftlichen Film  (IWF, closed 2010), a large
selection of environmental documentaries and educational films is available for on-site viewing at the Rachel
Carson Center for Environment and Society  in Munich. The IWF’s broad and diverse collection of scientific
films is now searchable within the TIB (German National Library of Science and Technology) AV-Portal . The
Rachel Carson Center’s Environment & Society Portal has made a selection of environmentally relevant films
from the IWF with Creative Commons licenses discoverable within its environmental film profiles collection .
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